Porous materials (such as zeolites, clay minerals, and assemblies of oxide nanoparticles) are of great importance for the progress in many technological and environmental fields, such as catalysis, adsorption, separation, and ion exchange, because of their unique pore topologies, tunable structures, and the possibility of introducing active reaction sites.
between as-synthesized and calcined beta zeolites, with different SiO 2 /Al 2 O 3 ratios, toward a water contaminant of great concern such as toluene. The authors demonstrate that the thermal treatment significantly improves the adsorption properties of all selected zeolites especially for the most hydrophobic beta, thus opening new alternatives for the industrial application of this material, mainly in hydrocarbon adsorption processes in the presence of water.
In order for the adsorption process to be cost-effective, the progressive deactivation of saturated sorbents has become an essential task [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Thermal treatment is the most common regeneration technique, where organic host molecules are decomposed and/or oxidized at high temperature. Consequently, there is a strong interest in understanding the mechanisms behind the thermal regenerative solution, which makes zeolites regenerable materials that are efficiently reusable in the contaminant adsorption process. In this issue, the temperature-induced desorption of methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) from aqueous solutions onto hydrophobic ZSM-5 zeolite is studied by Rodeghero et al. [17] using in situ synchrotron powder diffraction and chromatographic techniques. Rietveld analysis demonstrated that the desorption process occurred without any significant zeolite crystallinity loss, but with slight deformations in the channel apertures. This kind of information is crucial for understanding the features of both adsorption and desorption processes, thus helping in the design of water treatment appliances based on microporous materials as well as designing and optimizing the regeneration treatment of zeolite.
As reported in this issue by Bundru et al. [18] , the regeneration of the exhausted zeolite as well as the recovery of ammonia are feasible processes. Spent exchangers such as NH 4 -exchanged synthetic zeolites can be transformed into mullite and amorphous silica by thermal treatments [19] [20] [21] . With this perspective, a material containing NH 4 -clinoptilolite, derived from a wastewater treatment, has be evaluated as a potential raw material for the ceramic industry. The results of this research are interesting, because they indicate that NH 4 -clinoptilolite represents a raw material of interest in the ceramic field, in particular in the production of acid refractory.
The reuse (addition) of the spent zeolitic sorbents containing petroleum waste to produce lightweight aggregates (LWAs) is also discussed by Franus et al. [22] . It is well known that the mineral composition and organic amendments to the substrate can control the physical properties of LWAs. Therefore, Franus et al. [22] hypothesize here that the addition of waste zeolites can modify the structure of the standard clay-based LWAs towards higher porosity, which differs depending on the zeolite used.
As reported by Arletti et al. [23] , recent studies on the behavior of both natural and synthetic microporous materials under high pressure (HP) provide important information on their elastic behavior and stability, thus opening new perspectives for technological applications. This paper presents a study, performed by in situ synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), of the HP stability and behavior of the natural zeolite amicite. The investigation aimed in particular to understand the relationships between compressibility and framework/extraframework content as well as the influence of different penetrating or non-penetrating fluids on the compressibility and HP deformation mechanisms of this zeolite.
In the present volume, Krupskaya et al. [24] discuss the mechanism of montmorillonite structural alteration and the modification of bentonites' properties under thermochemical treatment (treatment with inorganic acid solutions at different temperatures, concentrations, and reaction times). The mechanism of montmorillonite transformation under acid solution treatment as well as its influence on bentonite properties are evaluated. The modification of structural and adsorption characteristics with acid treatment can be useful to simulate behavior of the engineered barrier properties for repositories of radioactive and industrial wastes, especially in the case of dealing with liquid radioactive wastes.
The aim of the Steudel et al. [25] study is the characterization of a clay from the Madrid basin, which shows exceptional suitability as adsorbent material in biotechnology processes [26] , as adsorbent for mycotoxins [27] as well as in pesticide removal from water [28] for this clay. This last can be also used to bind contaminants from the manufacture of paper [29] . The authors reported that this clay is highly suitable for mining without chemical pretreatment, which reduces environmental burden [29] .
Finally, the Due et al. study [30] is focused on volumetric swelling strain and strength reduction of pillars when CO 2 is stored in abandoned coal mines. The volumetric swelling strain is theoretically derived as a function of time by adsorption pressure increasing step by step under unconfined conditions. In connection with the conditions of coal pillars in abandoned coal mines, and a uniaxial loading model is proposed by simplifying the actual condition.
In conclusion, it is my hope that this special issue will serve as a valuable and substantive resource for anyone interested in studies of porous materials, as well as satisfy the curiosity of readers and encourage others to pursue further their interest in relationships between the structure and/or chemical composition and the specific physical properties of these materials, as well as their role in mineralogical, technological, green, and sustainable processes.
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